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2 Model Validation

Abstract

This paper begin to addres the gap between the models
used in robust control theory and thaew obtained fron identi-
ication by ndering the connetion between
uncertin models and data. The model invalidion prob-
lem co ed here i: given data Lad a model
with bothL additive nose and norm-hooded perturbations,
is it possble that the model could produce the input/output
data?

1 Introduction
Robust control theory now gives the engineer a set of analysis tools
for linear models which include two types of uncertainty: additive
noise and block structured, norm bounded perturbations entering
the model in a linear factional manner. Once a system is mod-
eled, and the engineer is confident of the applicability of the model,
the theory gives techniques for designing systems which are theo-
reticaUy robust with respect to the these uncertainties. No theory
makes statements about the performance or the stability of the ac-
tual physical system. Therein lies the problem for the engineer.
Before the robust control methods can be applied the uncertainty
must, in some ens, be identified. Current identification methods
are well developed in the case where all of the residuals, or uncer-
tainty, are attributed to additive noise. For models with both ad-
ditive noise and norm bounded perturbations no such identification
methods exist.

Once a model has been determined, perhaps by ad hoc meth-
ods, there must be some method of evaluating its applicability to
the actual physical system. The engineer must be confident that
the model will describe all input output behaviors of the system.
This condition can never be guaranteed but it is possible to test a

necesary condition: that the model be able to describe all observed
input output behaviors of the system- This is simply the model
invalidation question to be discussed here.

In this paper, the model invalidation question is translated into
an optimization problem: find the minimum norm noise input meet-
ing the constraints imposed by the assumptions of the model. A
Lagrange multiplier approach to this optimization problem is pur-
sued. For a large class of models in the robust control framework,
this leads to conditions which are computable as the solution of a
quadratic optimization problem. The results in this paper are, not
surprisingly, highly reminiscent of the type of results one gets in the
pt analysis framework. In particular, lower and upper bounds are de-
rived and conditions under which the bounds are equal are obtained.
Familiar issues of global convergence and dependence of the results
on the number of blocks arise. This theory also appears to have
potential connections with the work of WillemsaI] and Krause[21,
and we hope to explore this in the future.

The testing of a model against experimental data is often referred
to as model validation. This is a misleading term as it is never
possible to validate models - only to invalidate them. The title and
subsequent preamble reflects this philosophy; however in keeping
with the accepted usage we will return to the term model validation.

There is no identification theory for robust control models. "Black
boe identification is in fact a poorly posed problem; The phys-
itc system can only be obeerved by input output measurements
and, modulo considerations of oberability from a particular out-

put, the residuals can be attributed either entirely to additive noise
or entirely to norm bounded perturbations. In practice an engineer
will run many experiments to attempt to isolate the effects of noise
from those of perturbations.

An assumption, inherent in the use of any model, is that it can

describe any input output behavior that the physical system can
producet It is not possible to test this; however it is possible to find
a necessary condition. This is just the model validation question:
can the model account for all of the previously observed input output
behavior? This will be formulated more rigorously in the context of
robust control models in Section 2.3.

The model validation theory described here hba additional appli-
cations. For example, of significant interest to operating engineers
is the probem of fault detection. Given a design model and a con-
troller in operation, the model validation theory gives a means of
continuously asessing whether or not the physical system is still
described by the design model. It wil be seen that the techniques
presnted here produce the perturbation and noise that come clos-
est to satisfying the conditions of the model. Gradual deterioration
in a system may manifest itself as increasing perturbations and/or
noise required for accountability of the data. A sudden failure may
be identified by a sudden jump in the size of the required perturba-
tions and/or noise.

2.1 A Generic Identification/Validation Model
For the purpose of discussing identification and model validation, a
generic (P, A) structure is introduced in Figure 1. In identification
experiments certain inputs to the system are known. These are
denoted by u and partitioned from the other unknown inputs: w. In
a physical system u might be actuator inputs and w might represent
noise and disturbances. w is asumed to belong to a norm bounded
set: llwll 1. Measured outputs are represented by e and are also
assumed to be known.

The A is also norm bounded but can in general be block diagonal.
If there are f blocks the block structure is a tuple of f integers
(k1.k*1),tf3giving the dimension of each block. It is without loss
of generality that the blocks are assumed to be square. Define A as

A = {diag (A1 ... Af)l dim(Ai) = ki.}
and the unit ball of A by BA. The uncertain model representation
will be abbreviated to

e =F,(PA) u] ,AEBA, llwllci.
where F.( ) signifies that the upper block of the fractional trans-
formation is closed.

2.2 A Brief Review of p

There is a strong connection between the structured singular valiie
p (t3t, [41) and the approach to the model validation problem tab;
here. A brief review gives the results needed for this paper.
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Figure 1: The Generic Structure for Identification and Model Vali-
dation Problems.

The poitive real valued function $ can be defied on a matrix
M by

det(I - MA) 0O VA E A, .(4) < y iffYP(M) < 1.

-y is used here to illustratethat ucales, ie., for aU alc,paM) =
ja#P(M).

The interconnection structure for p analysi is that shown in
Figure lwith u = 0, P13 = 0, ad P2 = 0. is entialy defined as
the condition for robust sbilitry F,(P, A) is stable for al A E BA
iff p(Pn1) < 1.

In geral p is difficult to calculate A sngular valu test gives
a more easily cacauted upper bound. Define

D={diag(daII...,IflI d6E+, dim(Ih)=k}. (1)

All D E P commute with A and a sufficient condition for robust
stability is thereore

(2)Disfr,P(DPIID ) < 1

2.3 The Model Validation Problem Formulation
Referring to the model stucture of Figure 1, the model validation
problem c be formulated as follows Given an interconnecton
structure P and an input/output experiment data pair (u,e), the
model validation problem is:

Problem 1 (Model Validatio)
DoesC then cns (w,A), IIjw1 < 1, A 6 BA, sich that

F.= (P, ) [ u

This simply states that there is an elment of the model set and
an element of the unknown input sigal set such that the observed
datum is produced exactly.

This paper will present and discus a method for finding (w,A)
meeting the constraints of the model: iwil < I and A S BA. Note
that no statement is made relating the particular element of the
model set or the particular element of the input signal set to any
physical system or signal. Such a relationship does not exist. If no
(w, A) pair meeting the above requirements exist then the model
cannot account for the observed behavior. Such a tool is of use in
selecting inappropriate models from a group of candidate models.

The model validation test is therefore a necssary condition for
any model to describe a physical system. The fact that every experi-
ment can be accounted for in this manner provides little information
about the model and the system. There may be experiments, as yet
unperformed, which wil invalidate the model. The particular w
and A do not necerily bear any relationship to physial signals.
If a consistent property is observed in the w or A from many ex-
periments then it may be possible to reformulate the model with
greater fidelity. There is no guarantee of this but any such model
could of course be tested against the experimn'tal data with the
model validation procedure

The properties of an admissible (w,A) are

11511c 1, AEE Illwll < 1. (3)
and, using the notaion introduced for genec identification models
in Figur 1

c = F(PA)[4P] = P 2+2PW + P2su

If-v and z we partitined conformally with the A blok, A E A is
equivalnt to

Utl<ill , J :. ,t
where the subscript i reprents the components corresponding to
the ith uncertainty block. For convenience define : as the vector
z = [v wf and define Qi by

Qi = block r(Ol,. O i-i,*O+I, f)
where O0 isa block of zeros of dimension k xk and his an identity
ofdiion ki x ki. Qi will be used to select the components cor-
responding to the iS uncertainty blok. The following two column
vetor notation will be used to partition th ector z into v and w
and partition Ps into z and e.

[QiO]z= i [o0I=w, ([Qi]Px=zi, and [O1]Pr=e.
The exitence of (w,A) meeting the constraints has now been

reduced to f + norm conditios and an equality conditio. Us-
ing the above definitions and the square of the norms for the test,
Theorem 2 immediately follows.

Theorem 2 (Model Validation) Thenr exists (w,A) sevin the
model vshAtios prbkm;

cF,(P, A) [ I| jwJf5 1, A E BA

iff ther ceist zsch thet

I) [Q,- 0]x, 112 < [Q PI X I 1, .f
ii) 11(0 1]z 11' S 1.
iii) C=[PnP1IZ+PAsn.

3 An Optimization Formulation
Thoorem 2 gives f+2 conditions on a candidate vector snch that z
meets the conditions if and only if there exists w and A accounting
for the observed data. This can be posed as an optimization problem
in a number of ways. The choice of luwll as an objective function
willbe considered bere.

Furthermore P and A wil be treated as constant matrie. This
is the smplest case and can be used as the bais for the solution
to a number of more complicated problems. For example, if P is a
rational transfer function and A is an unknown complex constant at
each frequency, robust stability and performance can then be treated
on a frequency by frequency basis. The model validation problem
can also be cast into this framework with thee same awumptions,
which then reduce the problem to the constant matrix case.

Define the matrices, Ti, i = 1, ..,f by Ti = QT-Qi. The opti-
mization problem associated with Tneorem 2 is as folows.

Problem 3 (Minimum 0lwlI, Constant Matrix)

mrinf(z) subject to-y,(z) C , i =1 . J,and g(Z)=0.

where f(z), gj(r), g.(:) arn deified b

(z)= p- ]2[

g6(zT) = P23U [P21 P22]X.

(4)

(5)

(6)
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In this cae, if i schieve the above minimum subjt to the
constraints, then the remaining condition to test is 1110!]i if < I.
If this condition is not satisfied then no other (w,A) pair exists
meeting the constraints of the model and the model cannot therefore
account for the datum.

Solution of the optimization problem above (Problem 3) will
yield the minimum ilwil meeting the constraints. In the single un-
certainty block case (f = 1) an alternative, equally plysicaly moti-
vated optimization problem arise fom the choice of Equation 5 as
the objective and Equations 4 and 6 as constraints. The solution of
this problem gives the minimum norm A meeting the contraints.
It would the remain to check if IhAU < I. This formulation could
be of interest in attempting to refine the weights on the uncertainty
blcks in ani identification procedur.

3.1 Removal of the Equality Constraint
In this section x is reparametrized to remove the equality constraint.
This is not necemarily the most efficient way of performing the opti-
mization but illustrates some theoretical points of interest. Consider
the solutions to

c-P2u=E[P1P2P X As t =xo + Vy (7)
with to being the least squares solution:

c - P23u = [P21 P22]:o and Vp E Ker[P21 P22],

with dim(y) = dim(Ker[P2P22D. Note that Vy is simply the span of
the right singular vectors corresponding to the zero singular values
Of [P21 P22]-

Several cams are immediately possible:

i) c-P Ou BRge[P21 P2]2 In this case there is no w orA
that can account for the datum.

i) e - P2su e Range[P2 Pn2] but Ker([P2n Pa2]) is eimpty. There
is a unique w and A specified by u and e. It now reanins to
check the norms of w and A to determine if the model can
account for the datuim

ili) e P-Au E Range{P21 P22] and dim(Ker[P2 P22]) > 0. This
is the generic ca where the repaametrization of z has re-
moved the equality constraint and reduced the dimension of
the search for z.

For notational convenience define the set X by

X = {z x = xo + Vy}.

4 A Lagrange Multiplier Approach
4.1 Prelimaries
The followg lmmas relate the properties of the Hessian of a func-
tion f (z) (the matrix of second partial derivatives), denoted by
H[f(z)], to the convexity properties of the function.

Lemma 4 A twice differeatiabl functionat f(z), defined on an
open set r c C" is coaae iffH[f(z)] is positive semidefiaite.

Lemma 5 f(z) is a twice differentiable fractional, defined on an
open set r c cn. If H[f(z)l i positive definite then f(x) is strictly
coavez on r.

Consider the optimization problem

minf(z) subjecttojg(x)<O, i=1,...,

which is referred to as the primal problem. The Lagrangian is de-
fined as

L(z,A)= f(x)+ZAigj(z), where A= [A1j,. ,]T.
i=l

The dual function h(A) and the dual problem are respectively de-
fined as

h(A) =minL(z,A), and maxh(A).
z A

Under certain assumptions a solution of the dual problem can yield
a solution of the primal problem. The following theorems express
the well known relationship between the solutions to the dual and
primal problems. Refer to Wismer and Chattergy[5] for details.

Theorem 6 Define E as the region of A space spos which h(A) is
finite.
h(A) is concave on convex regions of E.

Theorem 7 (Kuhn Tucker Saddlepoint) A point (i,A) with
A > 0 is a saddlepoint of the Lagrangian L(z, A) iff

i) & minimizes L(r, A) over all x.

ii) g,(&)<O,foral1i=1,. f.

iii) Aqgi(&)=0,foralli=Jl...,f.

Notice that condition t) requires a global optimization of the
Lagrangian.

Theorem 8 If the point (i,A) is a saddlepoint of the Lagrangian
L(r, A) then & solves the primal problem

4.2 Application to the Model Validation Problem
Lagrange multipler tehniques are now applied to Problem 3. In-
troducing the notation

A-[= i -PriT,P11 -PtiTTPi2 and B= [ 0

allows the Equations 4 and 5 of the optimization problem (Prob-
lem 3) to be expreed as

f(z) = rBz

and

g,(r) =xAitx -2 Re {z [ P] TiPi3u}- u*Pj3TiPl3u.
This makes the structure of the H n of the Lagrangian clear;

the constaints are indefinite quadratc inequalities. The objective
functional is however a positive smidefinite quadratic.

Now consider the inclusion of the constraint r E M. Using Equa-
tion 7 is it possible to formulate a Lagrangian in tern of y rather
than z. To distinguish the fact that the equality constraint has
been included, the objective function is denoted by f.(y) and the
constraints are gi(y) This gives

fM(Y) = t VrBVy 22 Re{4BVy} + xsBro
and

gei(P) = y V*AiVy

+ 2Re{y*V*Aixo -y*Vs[ P'i ]T2Pi}

- 2Re{co'P*]TiPiaU}
+ zoAixo - u*Pp3TisP3u-

Note that the objective functional is still positive semidefinite and
the constraints are still indefinite quadratic inequalities.

The Lagrangian, denoted by L.(y, A) to emphasize the inclusion
of the equality constraint, associated with the above is

L,(y, A) = y V'(B + Z AiAi)Vy + 2 Re{yfCc(A)} + deA)
i=l1

where

C6(A) = -Bzo + I*4Ai [V AiTo,-V piR' TiP3uI (8)
1=1 L L l1J
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and

de(A) = r;Bx-o

+tA [4oAxo-2Re[fx[z ]TiPzsu}

-uvJ3TiPl3u]
Note that in this formulation y is unconstrained. The dual func-
tion associated with L.(y, A) is denoted by h.(A). The Lagrngian
L, (y, A) is the one ofintert in solving Problem 3. However a study
of the properties of L(x, A) will aid in understanding the equality
constrained case.

4.3 The Properties of L(x, A)
Define A as the region of A space upon which the Hea ofL(Zx A)
is positive definite. Lagrange multipliers are generally defined with
components Ai > 0. Here they will be taken to be Ai > 0 with the
Ai = 0 treated as a specal case.

Now the property that the Heian of the La an is strictly
positive definite is shown to be equivaknt to a maxim singular
value test. Consider the Lagranian for A E A.

The -Hessian of the Lagrangian, denoted by H[L(z, A)] is

H[L(x, A)] = B + f [Aiii-Pli -Pi'2AiTiPu]
Define D by

E ATi= DTD DvD =D

wherde > 0. Only Ai > 0 are being considered so D-1 is wel
defined. Note also that D defined above is an element of D defined
by Equation 1. Now

H[L(x,A)] [D2- pPI, I I,D2P}I

The problem is to find D, and consequently Ai, such that the
above is positive definite. Equivalently, using 7,j. and 7w to
denote the m m and maxinmm eigewalue respectively,

[2 JyItPP1 PiVJ-PI*,12,
-P'2D' P11 I - P1D2P12

, Pjl D2PII - D2 PjiLDPP12 1
0

[ Pj'2D2P11 Pl2DPp2 - j

Premultiplying and postmultiplyingby a symmetric matrix does not
change the inertia of-the above matrx. Thi leads to the flowing
equivalent condition.

[ D-1P`AD2PI'D- D-1PD2P12 1
Pt2D2P11D-1 PI2LrPIS J

(9)

This condition is reminiscent of that for the upper bound to u:
Equation2. This is fomalized in the fdlwing theorem.

Theorem 9 There exist D C D such that u (,,(DPID-PD) < 1 iff
there exist A; > 0, such that HfL(z, A)] is posttive dcfinite.

Proof of Theorem 9: This folws by noting stat there is a
degree of freedom in the D required to make a4(DPuID-1) < 1
which can be used to make the contribution of DP12 arbitrarily
small. U

Packard[4] points out that there is no lass of generality in re-
stricting D to be positive and real. This translates exactly into the
same requiremrents on A.

4.4 The Properties of L.(y, A)
Now define A. as the region of A space in which the Hessian of the
Lagrangian L.( A) ispositive definiteand Ai >O. Itwill beshown
for A EA, he(A) is finite and concave.

Lemma 10 A C A.

Proof ofLemma 10 Folows by noting that every for every A E
A, Vy can be substituted for x. The -Lagrangian remais positive
definite and so A E Ae. U

It can now be shown that the existence of D E D giving a suf-
ficient condition- for robust stability is. sufficient to guarantee the
exisence of A siich that 4(y, A) is positive definite. This -is -

pressed in the folowing theoren.

Theorem 11 If there exist D E Xsuch that omn(DP4D-PD) <1
then there exist Ai > 0 such that H[L.(Y, A)] is positive deffnite.

Proof of Theorem 11: This follows immediately from Theo-
rem 9 and Lemma 10. U

4.5 Properties of the Sets A and A.
The previous sections showed that for models which meet the suffi-
cient condition for robust stability, the sets A and A, are not empty.
Thi section gives omeresmlts regarding these sets

Packard[4] points out that the region of D such that the D E X,
such that ,..(D D-MD) < I is a convex region. It it not sutprising
then that A and A. are also convex regions

Theorem 12 A. is convex.

Prof of Theoorem12 Thiflws from the fact that the La-
grnge multiplie enter the and l y and the Besian of
any convex combination will then be equal to the convex combina-
tion of the Heian

Corolary 13 A is convex.

ByLmma 5, L.(y,A) is astrictly convex function ofy forAE
A4. It is in fact a positive'definite quadratic. Now for every A E A.
h.(A) is readily calulateaLa (1, A) -h a unique-global minimun.

The above shows that the Lagrangian is wel behaved for A con-
tained within A.. It now remain to examine the properties on the
boundary. Two types of boundary'are posible for the se A (and
A.). Denote by OA (respectively A.), -the boundar'y of A such that
the minimum eigenvalue of H[L(x, A)] is zero. As the multipliers
are constrained to be greater than zero, the hyperplanes defined by
each component of A being equal to ero also bound A (and A.).
Denote this boundaries by %bA (and BoA.). Any A such that Ai = 0
and H[L(x, A)] has a zero eigenvalue is defined to be on BA and not
on B0A.

For Ai > 0 and A L u A. U oA., H[L.(, A)] h negative
eigenvalue and hA(A) =-o.

4.6 Properties of the Dual Function
Theorem 14 For 1ll A E A., the dul funcdiox h4(A) is concave.

Proof ofTheorem 1i This folows from Theorem 6 and The-
orem 12. U

5 Solving the Validation Problem

The properties of the space A. and the dual function h,(A) can give
a solution to the model validation problem by finding a Kuhn Tucker
saddlepoint. It will be shown here that if the solution to the dual

problem does not occur on the boundary BA. then it also solves
the primal problem and hence the model validation problem. In the
case where the maximization leads to the boundary it may not be
possible to find a solution to the primal probenLe In these cases it

is poesible to boun'd the solution. This is examined in Section 5.2.
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5.1 Solution via the Dual Problem

Theorem 15

If maxh.(A) = LQ(y,A) with A 8A6,
A

then & = to + VP solves Problem 3.

Proof of Theorem 15: Note that the constraints are simply
the gradient of the Lagranian with respect to A. If A E A, the
constraints are all zero. If A E NA6 then the nonzero constraints
are negative and correspond to zero comaponents in A. a

5.2 Bounds on a Solution
A detailed examination of the dual function on the boundary is
postponed until Section 6. The result of interest here is that it is al-
ways possible to solve the single uncertainty block case (Section 6.4).
This allows the calculation of an lower bound on the minimu m IwII
required to account for the observed datum.

If the structure of the uncertainty is ignored a simpler problem
can be posed. This is equivalent to simply setting f 1. Denote
the solution to this as At and wt.

Theorem 16 There cr.st no w with llwll < Ilwill solving the model
validation problem (Problem 3)

Proof of Theorem 16: This follows from the fact that every
A structure with f > 1 is contained within the set of unstmctured
(f= 1) A. a

Solution via the dual problem involves finding z such that the
constraints g.i(x) are met exactly (gji(z) = 0) or the constraint is
inactive at the solution (Aj = 0). In the case where the maximization
of the dual function leads to the boundary it will be possible to find
z, denoted by r, such that gi(z) < 0 and Ai > 0 for some i. In
this case z. meets the constraints but it is not posible to say that
it achieves the minimum of the primal problem. rz. can then be
considered as an upper bound on z solving the model validation
problem.

The Lagrange mnultiplier approach leads to the powsibility of a
gap in the solution of the model validation problem. In the case
where a solution is found on the interior of A. or on 8o A. the mini-
mum llwli meeting the constraints is found. In the case where f = 1
and A E 8A6, the minirn uwll is stil found. This allows the model
validation question to be answered in a yes/no manner.

If f > 3 and A E 8L maximizes the dual function, it is possible
to have a gap in the answer to the model validation question. If
Ilwxl > 1 then the answer is no (i.e. there is no vector z meeting
all of the constraints of the model). Alternatively if Ilw.Il c 1 the
answer is yes; in fact zu is a vector meeting all of the constraints
of the model. However if Ilwull < 1 and Ilw,l > 1, there is no
conclusive statement that can be made with regard to the model
validation question without further computation.

This gap is analogous to that between u and its upper bound
a,(DMD-'). T-his gap exists for four or more uncertainty blocks.

For three uncertainty blocks the gap also exists in the model valida-
tion problem. To consider any equivalence between the numnber of
uncertainty blocks in each problem the equality constraint must be
counted as an uncertainty block. Section 6.5 provides an example
to show that the gap does indeed exist for f = 3. This example is
the same one constructed by Doyle (refer to Packard[4]) and used
to demonstrate the gap in the calculation of p. The f = 2 case for
model validation is still under investigation.

6 The Dual Function on OAe
For A close to the boundary 8A., the Hessian of the Lagrangian has
an eigenvalue close to zero. In general the y achieving the miinimum
of L.(y, A) will become larger in norm as A approaches the boundary.
This is not always the tase and the next section will give necessary
and sufficient conditions under which he(A) is finite on the boundary.

6.1 When is h,(A) finite on A,
For A E aAL the Hessian of the Lagrangian has a zero eigenvalue.
Whether or not the nimum of Le(y, A) for A E OAL is finite de-
pends on the associated eigenvector and the linear term of the La-
grangian: C.(A). For A 6 8A., define

f

i=I

Theorem 17 h.(A) u finite for A e 8A, ifffor every
yo E Ker[V6(B + )A)V], Re{C.(A)pD} = 0.

Proof of Theorem 17: The proof involves showing that if any
vector in the kernel contributes to the linear term the dual function
can be driven to -oo. U

The above gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the value
of h4(A) to be finite on the boundary of A,. If the mximurn of
h,(A) occurs for A e 8A, then it is not necesarily true that the
gradients, and consequently the constraints, are zero. They may in
fact be positive. Consequently, finding the maximum is no longer
guaranteed to find a saddlepoint.

6.2 An Intuitive Description
The conditlon that A e Ker[V*(B + )A)V] can be reformulated as
follows. A defines a scaling on P. Denote this by P, and examine
the partition P8 defined as follws.

p_DPlID-1 DP2
.- P2iD-' P12

The condition is then equivalent to the existence of z, such that

z,11= IJJArIj and [O IP.z, = O.
Now consider the condition Re{C,(A)yto} = 0. This can be

shown to be equivalent to

Re{([I]JPz.) (P.nsu)} = 0 (10)

A sufficient condition for h6 (A) finite on the boundary A6,, is
that there exist a subspace, defined by xs, such that:

* The subspace corresponds to a singular value of one for the
scaled plant P,. Note that this is a necessary condition for the
constraints of the model validation problem to be met exactly
on BA4.

* The subspace produces a zero output at e and is orthogonal
to the contribution of the input u.

The last item can be loosely interpreted as saying that neither the
input u nor the output e provides any information on a subspace
of vectors achieving the uncertainty block constraints exactly. It
is interesting to note that this is always the case when u = 0. If
the p analysis problem is formulated in this framework, as it is in
Section 6.5, this will always be the case.

6.3 Finding a Kuhn Tucker Saddlepoint on 9A
The previous section demonstrated that on the boundary there ex-
ists a subspace which does not affect the output e and is unaffected
by the input u. This gives a degree of freedom which can some-
times be exploited to solve the problem on the boundary. This is
investigated in this section.

If maxh(A)-=c(Y,)

with A E OA,, then for every vector go in the kernel of V*(B-r-A)V.

L, (Y + YO . A) = L.c (Y, A)-
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The choice of Vo gives an additional degree of freedom in finding a
Kuhn Tucker saddlepoint. Consider the constraint g,,(g) with the
addition of 1o.

g.di(y+yo) = A;V'AiVot+2Re{yrA,(zo+Vy)}
-2 Re{ V'[&1]TPi3U} +gsi(Y). (11)

This in effect defines another problem. Does there exist go E
Ker[V'(B + AA)V], such that for i = 1,...f, Equation 11 can
be made equal to zero. The following section wnil show that this
problem can be solved in the single uncertainty block cas

6.4 The Single Uncertainty Block Case
A is a scalar and if v,.4(Pu) < I then A. us an open interval on
the real line: (0,8A4). It will be shown that in this case it is always
possible to solve the boundary problem of Equation 11.

Consider j, corresponding to a solution of the Lagrangin on the
boundary:

hc(A) = min (y, A) = L4(9, A), A = 8A..

Partition y s S = sh + go, go E Ker[V*(B + AA)V]. Then

L.(t i+crgA)=L.(j>), aEC.

The follwing two lemmas give the required properties for a solution
of Equation 11.

Lemma 18 g(i)> 0.

Proof of Lemma 18: The proof involves showing that if this
were not true the maximum of the dual function would exist inside
A,. U

Lemma 19 WV'AVyo < 0.

Proof ofLemma 19: On the boundary yV(B+A%A)Vgo=0.
As yoWVBVgo .0, WV'AVgy 0. Equality cannot occur, if it did
then there would exist a zero eigenvalue for all A, making A. empty
and contradicting r..x(Pnl) < 1. U

Now, for j minimiing the Lagian on the boundary, there
is an extradegree offeedom. For a E C, g() =g(fh +ag) can
be made equal to zero. Equation 11 is simply a quadratic in a.
By Lemma 19 it is native definite, and by Lemma 18 for a = 0
Equation 11 has a non negative value. It therefore has a root for
a E 'R. All three conditions of Theorem 7 are nowsatisfed and l
is therefore a solution of the primal probkm

inf ([DoDyx) 1 axh.(A) < 1.

Proof of Lemma 20: This proof relies on the fact that {zoIV}
spans the space in which lies. H[L(y1, A)] can then be reformulated

as a singular value consraint.
Now byLemma2 h4(A) is bounded by one.

I

h4(A) = llwll +EAiu.(r) < 1.
=1

But llwll > 1. Consequently the constraints can never be met ex-

actly and it is not possible to anwe the questio is 4P) < 1.
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6.5 An Application to a p Problem
Fan and rits(6] have applied Lagrange multiplier methods to the
calculation of p. However for a scalar output signal c, the model
validation problem and p ean be made equivalent.

If there exists: such that 11(0O] Ps 11 = 1, and 11( 1z < 1,
and for i =_1, .. f,lE [Qi °] I 11 [Qi 0] PzI1, then p > 1.

In the scalar output ca it suffices to choose c = 1 as the entire
problem can be multiplied by a complx constant of unity magni-
tude without affecting p. If u = 0 then the generi interconnection
structure reduces to that for the A formulation.

Consider the four block counterexample[4] for which

inf r.O.(DPD-') =1DSPV

but p < 1. Then the miunimum liwl > 1 for w meeting the con-
straints. The model validation techniques wil be able to find the
minimum llwll. If it could be found then it would be posible to
calculate p for this problem by a iterative scaling technique. This is
hardly surprising, given the demonstrated relationship between the
Lagrange multipliers and the D used in the calculation of the upper
bound of p.

Lenmma 20 For scalar e = 1, u = 0, and a model P such that
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